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The Nº2
The Icon

‘First made in 1905, the Savoir No2 is the original, iconic Savoy bed.’

Commissioned for the Savoy hotel in 1905, slept on by such luminaries as Winston
Churchill, Giacomo Puccini and Marilyn Monroe, and handcrafted in London to this day. The No2 is a
masterclass in craftsmanship, comfort and style.
Our original Savoy topper adds the essential final layer of comfort to your bed. As you sink into its
softness, your feet will be slightly elevated, improving circulation, and therefore, sleep.
Our most famous mattress, the No2 marries natural materials and exceptional handcrafted details. The
result is sublime comfort that’s been enjoyed by the great and the good for over 100 years.
The No2’s deep box spring is crafted from pine, hourglass springs and horsetail. It holds your weight,
allowing the mattress and topper to provide support and comfort.
For the end product to be perfect, every detail must be perfect. Only when the maker is satisfied with
every element of you topper, mattress and box spring do they sign their name on the label.

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk
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HW TOPPER

M AT T R E S S

BOX SPRING

Core of long, loose, handteased horse tail

Hand-tied, 7.5-turn pocket
springs

Grade 1 pine frame, screwed
and glued

Soft lambswool outer layer

Masses of hand-laid, long,
loose horse tail, with cotton
and wool

Independent 8”/20cm
hourglass springs

Natural case made up in our
trademark Trellis ticking

Hand-slipped piped closure and
hand-side-stitching

Hand-tied, eight-way starlashed interlinking
3”/7.5cm stitched hair roll edge
Hand-teased loose hair top
filling

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk

